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Voyager I Brings Jupiter Back Alive
ASentimental
~
Journey. · ·
f
o

by Eve Bennett
who could not expect to be in ~
"Jupiter and the Mind of office when, the project gave its "0
an, A Symposium" was held on rewards. He also said Voyager ~
fue eve of Voyager 1's closest reflects the good points of the
approach
to Jupiter. The United States.
ormal discussion was held
Ray Bradbury asked his
tween the reunited members of listeners to stop and consider the
e 1971 symposium "Mars and historical significance of the
Ihe Mind of Man". Present were: night. He said "because of a
alter Sullivan, Science Editor of night like tonight, 1984 will not
the New York Times; Carl Sagan come." Because 'of the good
of Oornell University; Ray results of the mission, he feels
Bradbury; Bruce C. Murray, that we have been putting good
Director of JPL and Professor of information in Qur machines.
Ilanetary Sciences at Caltech; The y
are
goo d
and Arthur C. Clarke via film representatives-through them,
and satellite from Sri Lanka.
our sensibilities and our souls are
After opening remarks by out beyond Jupiter. He feels that
resident Goldberger, Mr. with compilters "we can save up
ullivan introduced the panel. moments of time." Contrary to
hen he gave a mythological Sagan's statement, he felt that
Mstory of Jupiter and his moons. space travel is a sign of our
Arthur C. Clarke's film was moving back into the Garden of
~nerally a 'hello'. He said that Eden, where was our original
n the night previous to making innocence.'
Voyager I took this photo of Jupiter. and two of its satellites (10, left, and Europa) on February 13, 1979.
Ihe film, he had seen Jupiter
After Bradbury's reading of an 10 is about 350,000 Km above Jupiter's Great Red Spot; Europa is about 600,000 Km above clouds.
ery clearly through his celestial original poem, the participants
~lescope.
were invited to comment upon
Something Bugging You?
Carl Sagan mentioned that on one another's statements. Sagan ~~~~~~~~~~~~:'IT'
le
's way to the program at cautioned that "societies which R.A.'s Needed!
eckman from the Ath, he could are not exemplary can sometimesi
Two openings are available for
e Jupiter. This caused him to do exemplary things." He R.A. positions for next year.
by Ray Beausoleil
their guests; identification will be
eel that Voyager's probing eye, reminds that there are still many Pick up an application in the
On March 29, 1979, at 8:00
required at the door.·
hich gives knowledge, also gives problems to be solved on earth. Master of Student Houses' office. pm, in Beckman Auditorium, the
On March 9, 1977, Admiral
loss of innocence. He also He also pointed out that the cost The deadline for applying is Caltech Y will bring Admiral Turner was sworn in as Director
entioned Asimov's description of a reconnaisance of the entire March 26th. Be sure you return Stansfield Turner, Director of the of Central Intelligence; in this
fthe solar system which is: one solar system comparable to the your application before that CIA, to present his views on the capacity, he heads the
tar, four planets (Jupiter, coverage of Jupiter would cost date. The R.A. positions are in topic "~rotecting Secrets in an Intelligence Community (the U.S.
aturn, Uranus, Neptune), and about one year's overrun of the Fleming and Lloyd Houses. Open Society." After the' foreign intelligence agencies) as
ehris. He said that our search budget for the Anti-Ballistic There is supplemental pay plus Admiral'.s talk, questions from well as directs the CIA.
'or life beyond earth is M i s s i l e . l room and board.
the audience will be accepted.
Admiral Turner has come
, portant because alien explorers
Bradbury mentioned a theory liiiiiiiiiiiii;iii;iio;;ii;i;ii~iiiiiiiiiiiii_ _""iiiiiiii&l This event is open only to under considerable fire lately for
if they exist) easily might by Lamarck that genetics can
members of the Caltech-JPL the CIA's apparen,t in?bilitv to
"1'lza t'lOn on our give in to will. An example is
communl'ty " thel'l' faml'll'es or
Contmued on
verlook our ClVl
ieee of debris.
that perhaps a short-necked
pale Three
After speaking, Sagan showed giraffe looked up long ago and
.
'des of Jupiter ans dome of its upon seeing lush higher leaves
oons. From first indications, it wished that he had a long neck.'
by Grant T. Yokum
culminate (the team hopes) in ,to for~, they failed to take
ems that the colors of Jupiter's Eventually, the speci~s developed
the return of the W'arden Cup to
advantage of it. Their failure to
tmo~phere roughly correspond such a neck. As an analogy, he
By this writing the Caltech its point of origin.
score in the 5-0 rout, was
o the temperature and depth. said that our quest into space Puckseters will have completed
In the victory over Irvine last
attributed not to Irvine's defense,
e blue, blue/white areas are may mean that we will become their regular season play with an Sunday, the stars of the game
but to the third line's inability to
ints at which we are seeing "the biggest damn giraffe in astounding 14-2 record. This 'were the
never-say-die, stay out of each other's' way.
airly far in and are about room history." Sagan typically had the won-loss record is the club's always-give-it-a-try guys, the ChQbotov had some" harsh words
~mperature.. 'The red areas are last word by pointing out that best since their 1974-75 season, legendary third line. By name
for MacFarlane when, in the final
~ear or at the outer surface and perhaps it is something in our when
the Beavers went' they are Dave Braisted, Mike
seconds of the game, they
Ire very cold.
genes which makes us have the undefeated and won the coveted Chobotov, Dave MacFarlane, and 'collided and prevented each
When his turn came to speak, will to go into space.
Warden Cup (after finishing first, Alex Ortiz. These guys have not
other from shooting and scoring
lruce Murray pointed out th'at
At the conclusion of the they bought the trophy and missed a game and have sat on what would have been a certain
noney for space projects are discussion, Gov. Brown briefly presented ;it to themselves). After the bench more than most.
goal. They did, however, get in
ilocated by politicians who hilVe addressed the gathering. He, like a brief road trip over spring Against Irvine (who is presently
the opponents' way and were not
I sense of history. The money
many others, felt it "hard to recess, the Pucksters will return battling it out for last place with
scored upon, and it is with this
or Voyager was appropriated grasp the significance of what is the first of April to begin the Northridge) the foursome was optimism that they are given this
ight years ago by politicians happening."
play-off series, which will given the starting roll and, true
week's headline spot.

ap nto C' IA Chloefs Talk
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Last week the Tech ran, on page five, an advertisement
for Budweiser beer. The ad showed Winston Churchill
holding out a can of Bud, with the quotation, "The
inherent virtue .of socialism is the equal sharing of miseries;
the inherent vice of capitalism is the unequal sharing .of
Budweiser" attributed to him. On the very bottom, it says
"misquoted without permission by Anheuser-Busch,' Inc.,
S1. Louis." Now, it doesn't take any great genius to deduce
that Churchill did say something very close to that; I
believe that he chose 'luxuries' to end the sentence with
rather than 'Budweiser'.
In the days of the old West,
the lowest crime conceivable was the theft of another
man's horse. The counterpart in today's world of academia
would seem to be the theft of another man's idea, and, in
my opinion,. this plagiaristic exploitation of a vastly
respected head of state is not only crass in the extreme,
but downright ·contemptible. All of the people I've spoken
to about the ad agree that it was in pretty bad taste, and it
appears that a good deal more thought went into finding
a properly adaptable quote than into considerations of .the
ad's overall effect.
What to do about the ad? Well, the most common form
of economic protest, a hoycott, certainly seems extreme
(especially considering the nature of the product!).
However, if you feel like fighting down your CIT apathy
syndrome, a well-placed letter to S1. Louis would certainly
be better than nothing. I'll be sending this editorial to
Anheuser-Busch with a letter challenging them to issue a
similar ad paraphrasing Jesus Christ (" ... inasmuch as you
have handed a Bud®~ unto the least of these my brothers,
you have handed a BuJID~ unto me ... ", something in that
vein) or, better yet, someone who's still alive and can hit
back.
It is indeed a sham(~ that an inherent vice of capitalism
is that, it can inspire such tasteless plagiarism in the name
of profits.
~ David C. Younge

Art Attack
To the Editors:
While applauding the intention
of the artifacts which now stud
the lawn south of Beckman, one
can only hope their placement is
in the spirit of experimentation
and not permanence fOT, with
the exception of one piece, they
add nothing, except a grim
reminder of some of the more
general problems we face here at
Caltech, and, indeed, they
detract from the serenity of the
space. As with all things in
environmental design, empty
space is as valuable as anything
concocted to fill it.
The grouping of so many
similar pieces detracts from each
as an individual and causes one

to wonder if CaItech obtained
some kind of bulk discount and
is passing the bargain on to us.
Lacking an intrinsic sense of
accompaniment. is there then
some extrinsic political or
economic reason Caltech is
compelled to display these
eyesores
in toto? The
combination of the heaviness of
the individual style with the
great quantity lacks aesthetic
balance and variety, painfully
reminiscent of CaItech's people
problems. As concerns the
individual style, the spirit of the
artist's work in' general seems to
struggle beneath its load; again, a
sit\lation common here-but must

"r;§«-e4/ 8d;/-o~;a/

We sh01~ld like to take the opportunity this space
affords to address a problem at the very roots of our
present-day culture: the breakdown of traditional sexual
mores. Across the country, millions of young people are
seeking what they call 'alternative lifestyles', but are
actually lives of sexual immorality of the shoddiest kind.
The permissive up-bringings of many people at college-age
today have led them to a way of life in which no shame is
felt for erotic indulgences other generations would have
condemned as the perversions they are. Every year, a
publication of this very school (the notorious "Rivet"*)
prints' salacious photographs of nubiles, ignoring the
prurient interests they might awaken in unsuspecting trolls
and nerds. Not to mention faculty members. Even Our
school administrators (even at this school!) have sat back
while young people, without benefit of clergy or state, 'live
together'-living in sin, really. Even freshmen.
This breakdown of traditional moral strictures and
struct"iIres can only lead to the' eventual collapse of
America, nay,' the entire Western World, leaving the way
clear to the domination of this planet by godless barbarians
with their illegal substances and jungle music (no
offense, Dave ...). In short, this fatal combination of 'sex
and drugs and rock 'n' roll', along with the disrespect for
traditional religious beliefs and the many fine religious
organisations serving our nation's campuses, will certainly
lead to the downfall of us all.
I hope you all take these dangers of these trends and
their ilk as seriously as we both do.
-Michael Turyn
[*Which, incidentally, are coming.-Eds]
Pamela J.

So ya think ya got rights
To the Editors:
1 was fortunate enough to
witness the symposium "Jupiter
and the Mind of Man" last
Sunday night, and I must admH
that I was overwhelmed, awed
and charmed by the whole event.
Messrs. Bradbury, Sagan, et -al
outdid themselves in conveying
. the beauty of this mission to
Jupiter.
1 was so charmed, in fact, that
I almost forgot I was watching
via closed circuit t.v. in Ramo
auditorium. Why wasn't I inside
Beckman? J.P.L.. printed. 1500
tickets to an event that only
seated 1100, and when' push
came to shove people with
"special" VIP tickets were let in
while 400 others were turned
away.
I'm upset on two counts:
first, that only 50 tickets were
made
available to Caltech

students through the Caltech Y,
and
second that LP.L.
overprinted tickets. There is no
doubt in my mind that J.P.L. did
this deliberately, knowing full
well the consequences of its
actions. The arrogance with
which students have been treated
(anyone remember the Buckley
lecture?) here is simply
staggering. T~e implication is
that' certain vested interests in
the Pasadena and .California
community are treated royally,
while students are left to do the
menial tasks and are given the
very dregs of consideration.
Thus I demand a full apology
to
tl).e Caltech student
community from the J .P.L. and
from Dr. Goldberger and the
Institute. In the future, they'd
better have a little more
consideration.
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from 8:30 pm to 1:30 am. Munchies, children's games,
W.C. Fields shorts, and HARDWARE WARS!
Wednesday, March 14, NOON DISCUSSION with Dr. G.
Vollmer, Professor of Philosophy at Technical University .
00'
Hanover, West Germany speaking on "Evolution and the
.0
Origin of the Mind" In Clubroom 1 at noon. Bring lunch.
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edk:t the seriousness of the
'sis in Iran. Many officials
'thin the CIA, while recognizing
dmiral Turner's value as an
ovator, complain about his
bility to get along with his
bordinates and sometimes
uestion whether he can
mpetently run the agency.
own for his affinity for
vanced technologkal gadgets
h as spy satellites,. in 1977
dmiral Turner ousted 800
mployees from the CIA's
.ectorate of Operations. Other

members of the Intelligence
community claimed that, as a
result, the CIA was so
shorthanded. that in 1978 it
could not investigate two
suspicious situations overseas
(undisclosed as yet).
In January, the LA. Times
stated that Admiral Turner's
remote personality has hampered
exteraal CIA relations as much as
it has caused internal morale
problems. He reportedly has
difficulty dealing with National
Security Adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski and has been criticized

(through the proper channels) by
President Carter.
Those who defend Admiral
Turner claim that the Iranian
foul-up cannot be appreciably
blamed on him or the CIA. The
agency was ordered by the White
House to avoid the Shah's
enemies and allow internal
criticism so that U.S. support
would appear to remain
confident; in addition, only the
U.S. Ambassador had been
authorized to report the Iranian
situation to Washington.
In an interview with Time

magazine, Admiral Turner
'confidently countered attacks on
himself and his agency. He noted
that he had predicted last July in
Time that Iran would soon be in
deep trouble.
He does not believe low
morale to be as extensive as has
been reported or as significant in
reducing the CIA's effectiveness.
Members of other governmental
intelligence organizations respect
the agency's results. In addition,
Admiral Turner acknowledges the
CIA's recent turmoil (he is the

,
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to Seattle?

I have a plane ticket which
I'm not going to be able to use,
from Seattle to LAX for Monday
morning, March 25. If you're
interested, talk to me in Lloyd
113 or at 578-9918. I'm sure I
can make a more than fair deal.
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Goin~

Icelandic
announces
the best deal

Because you've
•
given
your
future so much
thought...

,

fifth director in six years) and
declared that he is as responsible
for the long-term success of the
agency as for its rebuilding. "I'm
taking this agency through some
very important changes. How do
you set it up so it runs 200
years?"
,
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No restrictions.
_(]ti~

to .Luxet1lbOUlg.
Every seat at

the sameprlce.
CotUmned reservatiOOs. .

CONSIDER TTl

~wine,mea1s,cognac.

The future is our business at Transaction Technology, Inc. We are involved in the design and development of the most sophisticated financial computer networks in the world, changing a paper-snarled,
time-consuming business to an instant, automated breeze ... electronically.

4tlights~~

SU\Yt to 365 Wtfs. ~

Our na~e may not be familiar because we work behind the scenes ... and in front is the world's second
largest bank with some $80 billion in assets - Citibank. We work to speed and simplify finandal transactions
for customers of eitibank, through specialized distributed processing in a mini/microcomputer network
that utilizes state-of-the-art software. If you have the talent and imagination to translate this advanced
technology into new products and systems, TTl offers a whole new world of opportunity.
If you are soon to graduate, and a~e interested in exploring the world of software in a state-of-the-art
environment, start thinking about the future ... about your future ... now. Call Connie Friedman COLLECT
at (213) 879-1212, ext. 487, or send us a resume or letter detailing your interests and accomplishments
.
today.

A Subsidiary of

CITICORP

o

TTI

'Where the future

In

Transaction Technology, Inc.

Purchase tickets in

theus.A.
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10880 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90024

.......

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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e/{'ctromc banking is ... Today"
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See your travel agent. Or write Dept. # _ _, Icelandic
Airlines, 6 East Monroe St., Chicago, Illinois 60603. Or call toll
free 800-223-5390.

I

Please send me: 0 A timetable of Icelandic's flights from
'
Chicago, New York and BaltimorelWashington. 0 Your brochure
on European Fly/Drive and Fly/Rail Tours.

I

NAME.

:

ADDRESS_:.....-

I

ClTY
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STATIL-ZIP

_

:I ICELANDIC ~CELANOA'R
L

25 years of low air fares to Europe.
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·Price effective April 15 thru May 14 and subject to change.

BELLO

SPECIALTIES
SHAORMA, 'SOUVLAKI":'STEAK DELICACIES BAKLAVA, BOURMA-ARMENIAN PASTRY DESSERTS
FALAFEL-VEGETULE BURGER WITH DELICIOUS SAUCE WIlAPPED.IN BIBLE BREAD
.
SPECIAL SERVED.EVEIlY NIGHT: USUALLY STEAK OR PRIME RiB~ RIC. PILAF, SALAD, VEGETABLE, AND REFILLS ON SOFT DRIN.KS AND~n~.
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The Master Returns

Warm Rink?
An underwater hockey team is
now in the process of fonnation.
If you want to know what
underwater hockey is or want to
play it, contact Dave Wheeler,
x2154, mail code 1-55.
LOST: Honeywell charger for
camera flash. In Baxter / Ramo
during Music Man. Contact Pam
Crane; 793-0761.
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Giant BirtlJday Cake
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BOO I( VIIIAGE
.

(YOUR FRI ENOLY NEIGHBORHOOD DiSCOUNT BOOKSTORE)

IS HAVING A SALE!!! (thru March 18)
NEW HARDBOUND BOOKS*
NEW PAPERBACKS
USED BOOKS

A rtJI~rom two'
we glorify our faults? And why
all the white? Despite what
psychological connections we
may conceive as appropriate to
this community, one feels, with
dread, the operation of a
leisure-suit mentality that seeks
to "match" this supposed art
wit h Beekm an? Someone tell me
this was not a consideration,
please.
one piece
which succeeds
in The
its setting
is "Feather"
to the
west of Dabney. It is interesting
in that it manages to transcend
its stony limitations and calls to
Who?

20% off list price

Happy Birthday,
Glen Hemnannsfeldt!

it and informs "the other'" the
familiar becomes new; everything
around it fits into a more perfect
harmony. It is, as Stuart Ende
might say, suggestive. The others
are dead, as dead as stone can
be, dead ends, in and of
themselves trite and, by their
size, pretentious. They look like
over-sized Ivory soap carvings.
Art,
through' grace an
subtlety, can humanize; throu
purpose and spirit, unify-if only
in revolt against such senselell
clutter. A once restful scene h
grown noisy, and worst, like
child, unthinkingly blurts out, to
our horror and embarrassment,
the family secrets to strangers,'
Yours truly,
-Cheri&ickson
Graduate ::iudent
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20% off list price
25% off marked price

MANY SPECIAL SALE ITEMS
'Publishers restrictions prevent us from
books and a few individual items,

Jiscounting Ark!lam· House

We're at 1176 E. Colorado Blvd.
Phone 793-7780
Open 10 am-9 pm Mon-Sat

'11 am-7 pm on Sunday

",
Postage paid at Pasadena. California. 1he California Tech ~
pubnshed weekly except during examination' and vacation periods by the
Associated Students of the California Institut'e of Technology, Inc.• Winnett,
Student Center, Caltech 107-['1, Pa",,-dena California 91125.
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.Thousands Of
Dollars Found In
Trash On Campus.
Check around your campus community. You, too,
may be able to collect an educational award of up to a
thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups from campuses
all over the country were awarded $8,750 last year by
participating in Pitch In! Week.
This year, Budweiser and ABC Radio Network will
again reward participating colleges, universities and
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch
In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place
educational awards, five second place groups will win
$500, and five third place groups will win $250.
For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit,
simply'send in the attached coupon.

.----------------------------------I
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: 1979 National College Pitch In! Week Of :
: April 2-6. Pitch In! And Win Cash.
:
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.• ST. LOUIS
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Flamenco guitarist Carlos
Montoya will perform in
Beckman Auditorium on Friday,
March 9, and Saturday, March
10. Montoya recently celebrated
the 60th anniversary of his
debut, and his 75th birthday. For
the Caltech concerts, both at 8
pm, Montoya will perform his
'Jwn arrangements of traditional
Spanish gypsy
dances and
. rhythms. For ticket information,
Rhone 793-7043.
•

Friday, March 9, 1979
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I ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
1III••
I Mail to: College Pitch In! Week Desk, c/o ABC Radio Network
I
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019
I Competition void where prohibited by law.
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